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Check out Mrs. Young's words:

"I voted for Mayor Lightfoot after she came to my church because I believed in her

as a Black woman."

Lori Lightfoot is a horrible human being. Not only did she attempt to do the same

thing as her white predecessor &

withhold video of white police terrorizing a black person, but she lied about seeing the video and "falsely denied her

administration withheld footage of the raid from Ms. Young." So miss me with this bullshit that somehow black life is safer

under black politicians...

If statutorily possible, black Chicagoans should immediately launch a recall election to remove Lightfoot from office. She

should never again be allowed to occupy public office. Put simply, black life isn't even safe under black leadership....

Just ask the family of Rashard Brooks why black Atlanta mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms is blocking their settlement

negotiations regarding the white cop who murdered Brooks in a Wendy's drive through parking lot. I need you to

comprehend precisely what Lorraine Hansberry was saying..

when she said "all my skin folk aint my kinfolk." Black people have little 2 show for their black leadership. White supremacy

is so sinister that it often puts black faces on white horror. Hence, U often get the same, if not worst outcomes even when

black folks are figureheads...

Think Judge Tammy Kemp hugging Botham Jean's white killer cop in open court. Think Judge Latisha Dear Jackson

refusing 2 throw the book at white Officer Robert Olsen in his ruthless gunning down of a naked black Air Force veteran

Anthony Hill. Think Judge Kimberly Esmond-Adams...

throwing the book at recent black college graduate Aimee Michael for a car accident while sentencing a white man 4 time

served for his brutal beat down of a black woman Amazon delivery worker. Think Kamala Harris refusing 2 investigate white

officers surrounding the death of...
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Mitrice Richardson. I could go on&on. Far 2 many times there are black hands that rush 2 protect white life at the expense of

black life. This shit is maddening. I fully expect 2 B treated worse by black elected leaders breaking their neck 2 prove their

loyalty 2 white people...

So where do we have to turn? Nowhere. Being black means having nowhere to turn, being surrounded on all sides by either

white people who seek to devour you or by black people happily willing to do their bidding. As Dr. John Henrike Clarke once

posited, "you have no friends."...

Being black means being friendless. Any black person can be turned against U on the drop of a dime. Every Negro becomes

Tekashi 69 when white folks come calling. Comprehending just how bulletproof white supremacy is means trusting no one,

especially those "who look like you."...

Thinking otherwise is suicidal. Just ask MLK, who fought for affirmative action only to be put under surveillance by the first

black FBI agents who were hired under the government's 1st affirmative action program. Read that back. If you subscribe to

the idea that the FBI was...

somehow responsible 4 MLKs death, then U must at least entertain the conjecture that MLKs actions 2 simply help Negroes

carte blanche was in fact a suicidal act. Under this logic, it is not 2 far fetched 2 consider the possibility black FBI agents

were used 2 hunt King. Fuck....

Shit, even King's photographer & fellow black preachers were FBI informants. King was surrounded by snitches. Real talk.

Just google "Bureau Clergymen." This aint nothing new. Think Black Panther William O'Neal who was Chief of security for

Fred Hampton & also a FBI informant...

O'Neal's surveillance would lead to Hampton's brutal murder in a police raid. How the hell did the FBI get so close to

Hampton? Because white supremacy is so airtight that there will always be a willing Negro in your inner circle down to sell

you out...

You can never offer more 2 one black person than white people can. Thus, white folk will always be able 2 pick off 1 of your

closest....and all it takes is one to bring your movement down. Just ask Ralph Abernathy's ghost about that cool half a

million he got to disclose MLK's...

sexual exploits. Wait, what? Real shit. Abernathy got a boat load of money to publish "And the Walls Came Tumbling

Down," where he disclosed some real personal shit that no real friend would ever do. EVA. Nevertheless, it is always the

closest who will sell you the shortest....

White folks are like the crack black folks cant do without. Niggas always be trying 2 get a hit. Perhaps Biggie Smalls put it

best:

"Your moms'll set that ass up, properly gassed up

Hoodied and masked up, shit, for that fast buck

She be laying in the bushes to light that ass up"



Blacks who betray black people have a hard time around mirrors as reflections can be painful occurrences when you no

longer recognize the person standing before the mirror. Once white supremacy uses you up and throws you away, you are

left to ponder the wreckage you caused....

Perhaps this why former Black Panther head of security William O'Neal ran out into Eisenhower expressway & committed

suicide at 2:30 in the morning years later after orchestrating Fred Hampton's murder. Shit, that nigga even gave the FBI floor

plans of Hampton's apartment...

Cue Morgan Freeman's "snitches vs. rats" commentary on that 21Savage track. Contrary 2 popular opinion, rats of this ilk

never get cheese. Nevertheless, Lori Lightfoot should read up on O'Neal & then go take a nice stroll during rush hour down

the middle of Eisenhower Expressway.
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